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Philips LFH0005 Audio cassette 30 min 10 pc(s)

Brand : Philips Product code: LFH0005/60

Product name : LFH0005

mini cassette, 30 minutes

Philips LFH0005 Audio cassette 30 min 10 pc(s):

Record longer
with Philips mini cassettes

The high-quality Philips mini cassette is the only cassette specially developed for dictation purposes. It’s
unique design guarantees long-lasting performance in professional dictation environments.
Top performance
- Direct drive solution for avoiding tape damage
- Supplied in a protective clip for safe tape handling
- Transparent window for quick indication of remaining recording time
- Lets you record 30 minutes
Philips LFH0005. Recording time: 30 min. Quantity per pack: 10 pc(s)

Technical details

Type * Audio cassette
Weight 17 g

Record modes

Recording time 30 min

Packaging content

Quantity per pack * 10 pc(s)
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